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INTRODUCTION

Nearly anyone you speak to today will say that the Bible is full of contradictions, therefore it 
cannot be a solid basis upon which to build our faith in God.  I suggest that anytime 
someone says this ask them for one example, it will probably be the case that they are 
repeating something that they have heard and not something that they have established by 
their own research.  This will be our last study in apologetics in this series.  Next week we 
will begin a series through the minor prophet, Jonah.  There are many different types of 
apparent contradictions in the Bible, and I call them apparent because although at first they 
may appear to be contradictions a little research usually resolves the tension.  Today as we 
consider this issue we will begin by defining a what a contradiction is.  This may sound 
ridiculous but it is my experience that many people confuse difficult to understand with a 
contradiction.  Then we will deal with some doctrinal examples of contradictions and then 
also some textual examples, limiting ourselves to the gospels.  

Defining a contradiction

 Let us begin with a definition of what a contradiction is, ‘A logical contradiction is the 
conjunction of a statement S and its denial not-S.   In logic, it is a fundamental law- the law 
of non contradiction- that a statement and its denial cannot both be true at the same time.’1

Or as R.C. Sproul has put it, ‘something cannot be A and non A at the same time and in the 
same relation.’  A contradiction would be to say that I am Nick and I am not Nick without 
equivocating on the meaning of any of those words.  Bringing in a biblical example it would 
be to say that Jesus is God and Jesus is not God; or Jesus resurrected from the dead and 
Jesus did not resurrect from the dead.   Now there are many things in the Bible that are 
difficult to understand but are not contradictions.  For example, the God of the OT 
commanded Israel to wage holy war, but Jesus calls us to turn the other cheek.  Or, God 
repented of making man and sent the Flood as a punishment, but there are verses that also 
affirm that God is not a man that He should repent.  Or God cannot die, but Jesus who is 
God died on the cross. Etc.  it is often the case that what many people think is a 
contradiction is not but can be understood with a little more exploration.  In any discussion 
and I have a had a few of these it must be made clear that things difficult to understand are
not contradictions.  I have often found in conversations with Muslims or sceptics that there 
is a way of thinking that is not really interested in exploring whether the bible is really 
coherent but content to present these apparent problems as obvious evidence.  They should
be reminded that an outsider to any point of view is often confused and judges a system of 
thought without knowing how that system of thought is able to answer those questions from
its own epistemological starting point.  

Now lest we give the impression that things are simple we must admit that there are some 
difficulties in the Bible, things that even well informed Christians struggle with.  However, 
here is an important methodology when dealing with these apparent problems.  Firstly, we 
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must study to try and reconcile any apparent contradictions in the Bible.  These problems 
can include the way numbers are reported, or dates are recorded, or where a certain place 
is.  There is nothing worse than an attitude of fear that refuses to wrestle honestly with the 
difficulty of the text.  

Secondly, when making this study find some sure guides.  A lot of people have gone on the 
internet found a list of all the so called contradictions in the Bible, and they have not found 
the good and strong refutations of those.  Remember Google will confirm any opinion you 
are looking for, do proper research don’t be content to merely find someone who already 
agrees with your assumptions.  

Thirdly, wait and see.  This is probably the most important point to make.  There have been 
many attacks against the Bible and time and time again archaeology has uncovered some 
discovery that silences the critics.  It was only in 1993 that any evidence of David came to 
light.  Our faith is given by God and He has given us His word, in our series we have been 
looking at all the reasons why our faith is reasonable, and an unanswered question is not 
enough to deny all that we have established.  Some difficulties may not be resolved in this 
lifetime and that is ok, we must keep any unanswered questions in perspective and 
remember that one day all things will be revealed.  A few unanswered questions are not 
deal breakers.  

Fourthly, Christian scholar E. J. Young reminds us that we also ought to be humble and 
acknowledge our ignorance, not only the believer but the sceptic too, ‘"The Bible is inerrant.
The Word which the Holy God gave to man is a word that is to be trusted...He who 
dogmatically proclaims the presence of error in the Bible, has, as a matter of fact, arrogated
to himself an amount of knowledge that he does not actually possess...as a result of further 
study and as a result of archeology much of what formerly was regarded as error has been 
demonstrated to be no error at all. There is no other document from antiquity which for 
accuracy can even begin to compare with the Bible. When therefore we meet difficulties in 
the Bible let us reserve judgment. If any explanation is not at hand, let us freely 
acknowledge that we do not know all things, that we do not know the solution. Rather than 
hastily to proclaim the presence of an error, is it not the part of wisdom to acknowledge our 
ignorance?"’2 

So let’s turn to some examples

Doctrinal examples

 The first contradiction we should mention is the Trinity.  Deut. 6:4 tells us that God is one, 
and yet as Christians we worship the Trinity, and Matt. 28:19 speaks of the Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit as the single name into which we are baptised.  Jews, Muslims and others claim 
that this is a contradiction.  Now if we said that God was both one and three in the same 
way and relation then it is true that we would be guilty of a contradiction.  However, this is 
not what we believe.  God is unique, there is no other like Him, this does make it difficult 
when it comes to describing Him.  We are dependent upon His word to reveal Him to us.  It 
is beyond our ability to find out God’s nature it must be revealed.  Now the Bible speaks of 
three divine persons, an eternal Father, Son and Spirit, yet the Bible insists that there is one
God.  This may at first sound contradictory but it is not, we believe that God is three 
persons in one divine nature.  The oneness of the Trinity is in reference to the nature of 
God, His essence.  The Threeness is in reference to His persons.  He is unique in the way in 
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which God is one nature and three persons, whereas every other being we have 
encountered is one being and one person per being, not so with God.  So He is not one in 
the same way in which He is three.  He is not three Gods, nor is He one person, but one Gd 
in three persons.  Technically this is not a contradiction but a mystery.  It must be pointed 
out that the assumptions in those who refuse to accept that the bible teaches both God’s 
oneness and Threeness are at fault, the Scriptures are clear, but whether we are willing ot 
accept what it teaches is another matter.

Secondly, some have pointed out is that Paul and James contradict each other about 
justification by faith.  Paul clearly teaches that we are justified by faith apart from works in 
Romans 3:28, but James appears to state the opposite, in 2:24.  Not only that Paul claimed 
that Abraham was justified by faith, Romans 4:1-8, but James claims he was justified by 
works James 2:21.  Added to this we see that Paul quotes Gen. 15:6 as the point when 
Abraham was justified, but James quotes the same verse and joins it to Gen. 22, which is 25
years later.

Firstly, here are our starting assumptions.  We all have assumptions, I want to make mine 
plain, this way you can test your own assumptions and see whether you are carrying 
baggage which prejudices you from accepting the direction we are taking.  Our first 
assumption is that the writings of both James and Paul are part of the inerrant word of God.
We will not take the easy out that Luther took when in assessing James for inclusion in his 
translation he wrote, ‘In sum: the gospel of St. John, St Paul’s epistles, especially those to 
the Romans, Galatians and Ephesians; and St. Peter’s first epistle, are the books which show
Christ to you.  They teach everything you need to know for your salvation, even if you were 
never to see or hear any other book or hear any other teaching.  In comparison with these 
the epistle of James is an epistle of straw, because it contains nothing evangelical.’3  Luther 
was used by the Lord is certain things but erred in many others, this is one of those things.  
We believe that he was not patient enough to read them in harmony.  Secondly, we believe 
that there is a particular historical background to the situation that accounts for the way 
James phrases himself.  We know from Paul’s writings that there were many who thought 
that he was advocating forgiveness apart from holiness.  Romans 3:8 is an example of those
who put false words in Paul’s mouth thinking that a doctrine of free grace was an invitation 
to sin, ‘And why not do evil that good may come?---as some people slanderously charge us 
with saying. Their condemnation is just.’  We see again after the statement of God’s 
abounding grace in Christ towards sin apart from works in Romans 5:20 Paul anticipates an 
objection about holiness Romans 6:1, ‘What shall we say then? Are we to continue in sin 
that grace may abound?’  It appears that there were many who misunderstood grace and 
constantly felt that works needed to be hitched to the gospel or else holiness was out the 
window.  We see that Paul does not need to make justification by works because God 
overcomes the sin in us by our participation in Christ’s resurrection when we are born again.
God secures our holiness not by changing the gospel of grace to a gospel of works but by 
giving us a new heart and overcoming the power though not the presence of sin, that by the
given indwelling Spirit we can now put sin to death.  I agree with those commentators who 
see James responding to an abuse of Paul’s gospel.  There were obviously those who did 
use the message of free grace as an invitation to sin and it appears that they argued they 
were saved by faith alone, hence James’s use of the phrase in 2:24.  James is not 
disagreeing with Paul but a misunderstood version of Paul’s message.  Our third assumption
is that James and Paul do in fact agree.  They both agree in their definition of saving faith.  
They both teach that a mere intellectual assent is not true faith, but a faith that works by 
love Gal. 5:6.  We hope to show that because Paul and James are facing different enemies 
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and this accounts for the apparent contradictions in their sayings.  Paul is tackling legalists 
who are depending upon the law for salvation and so has to stress faith apart from works.  
James on the other hand is facing antinomians who have misinterpreted Paul’s gospel and is
trying to demonstrate not salvation by works, but by a faith that works as the only type of 
saving faith.  Both see faith as the root and works as the fruit, the different expressions we 
find in each one is due to the opposition they are facing.  Paul therefore speaks negatively 
of the law because people are abusing it by using it as a stairway to heaven, whereas James
speaks positively of the law because there were those who were neglecting obedience and 
holiness who claimed to be believers.  We see something similar in Christ who speaks 
differently though not in a contradictory way to those who He is preaching to.  To the self-
righteous rich young ruler who thought he could be good enough Christ preached the law to
him and gave him the impossible task of giving up all his money to expose his idol.  To 
those who were under the heavy burdens of legalistic teaching, these He called to come to 
Him if they were weary and take a light burden.  These might appear contradictory but 
instead they are different cases, likewise with Paul and James. 

We see from this example that hermeneutics are key to properly understanding the Bible.

Textual contradictions

Here is an example from the gospels, what did the sign over Jesus head say? Sceptics claim 
that there is a contradiction.  I came across a great website called 
veritasdomain.worspress.com which gives come great answers to the so called 
contradictions of the bible, I highly recommend it to anyone struggling with these questions.
Here is how they look at this issue:
‘And above His head they put up the charge against Him which read, “THIS IS JESUS THE 
KING OF THE JEWS.”
(Matthew 27:37)
The inscription of the charge against Him read, “THE KING OF THE JEWS.” (Mark 15:26)
Now there was also an inscription above Him, “THIS IS THE KING OF THE JEWS.” (Luke 
23:38)
Pilate also wrote an inscription and put it on the cross. It was written, “JESUS THE 
NAZARENE, THE KING OF THE JEWS.” (John 19:19)
 
(All Scriptural quotation comes from the New American Standard Bible)
Here’s a closer look at whether or not there is a contradiction:

1. When dealing with skeptics’ claim of Bible contradictions it seems one can never be 
reminded enough of what exactly is a contradiction.  A contradiction occurs when 
two or more claims conflict with one another so that they cannot simultaneously be 
true in the same sense and at the same time.  To put it another way, the claims 
found in the Bible are mutually exclusive.

2. All four Gospel accounts vary slightly concerning what was written as the inscription 
above Jesus during the crucifixion.  However variation does not necessarily entail 
there is a contradiction as we shall see in this post.

3. While noting what are the differences we must also ask what is the same in all four 
verses.  In the Greek all four verses from all four Gospels in the New Testament had 
the exact Greek phrase “Ο ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ ΙΟΥΔΑΙΩΝ.”  Ο ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΣ ΤΩΝ ΙΟΥΔΑΙΩΝ
translated means “the king of the Jews.”

4. Both Matthew 27:37 and Luke 23:38 record Οὗτός while both Mark 15:26 and John 
19:19 account does not mention the word Οὗτός.  The Greek word Οὗτός is a 
demonstrative pronoun meaning “this.”  However Matthew 27:37 and Luke 23:38 
does not contradict Mark 15:26 and John 19:19 even though Mark 15:26 and John 



19:19 does not mention “this.”  Mark 15:26 and John 19:19 would be 
contradicting Matthew 27:37 and Luke 23:38 if the former mentioned that there 
were not Οὗτός in the inscription.  But Mark 15:26 and John 19:19 doesn’t say that.
 If I can put it in a way that the skeptic might understand the absence of Οὗτός in 
both Mark 15:26 and John 19:19 should not be taken as evidence of the absence of 
Οὗτός in the inscription especially when other accounts mentioned it.

5. The same reasoning in point 4 applies to the Greek word ΙΗΣΟΥΣ.  ΙΗΣΟΥΣ is the 
Greek word for “Jesus.”  “Jesus” appears in both Matthew 27:37 and John 19:19 but 
does not appear in Mark 15:26 and Luke 23:38.  Again we do not actually have a 
contradiction here for the absence of the name of Jesus does not mean it is an 
evidence of absence of the name in the inscription when other accounts mentioned 
it.

6. In contrast to the Synoptic Gospel only the Gospel of John mentioned that the 
inscription mentioned Jesus was from Nazareth.  Again, remember the reasoning 
explained in point 4 that the silence of some verses is not the same thing as a denial
that the inscription does not contain the word “Nazareth,” which would be the 
requirement that needs to be fulfilled in order for it to actually be a Bible 
contradiction.

7. Just because some of the writers of the Gospels shortened the inscription that does 
not mean it is a problem.  People today do the same thing all the time in 
summarizing what is written.

8. Per point 7 further proof that this shortening summary of the inscription is 
understood as a legitimate convention can be seen within the narrative itself.  Recall 
that John 19:19 gives an account that the inscription says “JESUS THE NAZARENE, 
THE KING OF THE JEWS.”  Two verses later in John 19:21 we see the narrative tells 
us that the chief priests of the Jews objected to the signs to Pilate for having the 
sign stating “The King of the Jews.'”  No one in their right mind would say the 
Pharisees were contradicting what the sign actually said but instead we would say 
they were summarizing and shortening what the sign said and focused on the 
essence of the message of the sign.  Clearly there is no doubt the priests were 
witnesses of the sign and offering their perspective that the sign said “King of the 
Jews.”  But that’s exactly what Mark did in Mark 15:26 by saying “King of the Jews.”
 In their own varying way that is also true with what Matthew, Luke and John did.

9. John 19:20 also mentioned that the inscription above the crucified Jesus was written 
in “Hebrew, Latin and in Greek.”  There’s nothing that demanded the Roman soldiers
to write each language exactly the same.  For instance there might not have been a 
Latin term for a small town like Nazareth at that time or they did not know how to 
spell it out so the Latin might not have mentioned “Nazareth.”  Latin also as a 
language do not have the article so its not going to be a one for one correspondence
exactly across the languages.  Hebrew also do not have the verb “is” to convey the 
idea of “is” as with most other languages.  I bring this all up to make the point that it
is possible that there are further reasons why we do not have Bible contradictions 
going on here since the four Gospels might have reported on the inscriptions as 
written in different languages.   Thus we would not be surprised that some passages
have the stative verb “is” while others do not, and other verses mentioned Nazareth 
while others do not, etc.

There are no Bible contradictions here when we examine things more carefully.’4
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There are many other accusations against the bible, but what I have hoped to show is how 
a close look often sorts things, each man seems to be telling the truth until his neighbour 
comes and examines him.  

 
  

         


